TOY# 538

NAME: Fold and Go Doll House

PIECES: 13

AGE: 3+

LEVEL: preschool kinder

PRICE: $69.99

MANUFACTURE: Melissa and Doug

LINK:
https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=268796%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 1 house  1 bed   1 toilet
             1 vanity  1 tub     1 chair
             1 hutch   1 TV        1 armchair
             1 kitchen sink  2 wooden dolls  1 dining table

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Children will be able to play with this lightweight and easy to carry doll house. Children can take on the pretend roles by setting up the house the way they see it and interact with other children and use their imagination to create endless hours of fun and enjoyment.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Cognitive
                   Fine Motor
                   Language Skills
                   Creativity
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